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AnswerALL questions.

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

You must write down all the stages in your working.

1 Write 6324 correct to the nearest thousand.

2 (a) Write the following numbers in order of size.

Start with the smallest number.

-66-5 t2

-6, -Sr ot 6, tlru

(b) Write the following numbers in order of stze.

Start with the smallest number.

0.078 0.78c 0.87 0 0.708

G:oa&, dl:-7c>g ta --8, o'8?
{}}

(r"!*l Ut "Qgs.Se* ?l* llertl)_ __ -
3 Write 20o/o as a fraction.

2a\
€. "#e

t^-<l(-Jq,/ $
l-

btal for uestion3islmark
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Here is a list of four fractions.

4 2 15

60168

One of these fractions is not equivalent to

Write down this fraction.

1

4

?
"1

" " Gqfpl fqr es"$jpt I F 1 na$) *
5 Write down the first even multiple of 7

6 (a) Simplify 3 x 4t

IZE
{N}

(b) Simplify 8a - 3a + 2a

Jcr*
t."j

n5islmark

tion6is2marks
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Here is a probability scale.

It shows the probability of each of the events A, B, C and D.

(a) Write down the letter of the event that is certain.

D
{.s }

(b) Write down the letter of the event that is unlikely.

B

There arc 12 counters in a bag.

3 ofthe counters are red.

I of the counters is blue.
2 of the counters are yellow.
The rest ofthe counters are green.

Caitlin takes at random a counter from the bag.

(c) Show that the probability that this counter is yellow or green is
2

J

')' *lt*t r = z g:
r2-

.)

t2-

t2:

.G+

t2-
R 7__

3l2_

{3}

" (T-ot*lfqtQsqqfie.P ?-nJ qlsr\q)
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3 kg of meat costs f 54
Nina buys 2kg of the meat.

Work out how much Nina pays.

4n c.*e sLs €r 8

2h: co.sbs L:a

r (A
J- sJ. w,

uestionSis2marksTotal for

9 The centre of this circle is marked with a cross (x).

(a) Write down the mathematical name of the straight line shown in the circle.

(b) Write down the mathematical name of the straight line that is touching the circle.

R*d;*
!:'.

u J,-t <a,r'\ €\er4t-
g

ion9is2marks

5
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10 Tim and three friends go on holiday together for a week.

The 4 friends will share the costs of the holiday equally.

Here are the costs of the holiday.

f,1280 for 4 return Plane tickets
f640 for the villa
f220 for hire of a car for the week

Work out how much Tim has to pay for his share of the costs.

\ z8e
L t-PO
o 2-a -+-

II

z Its'

O
f--z t 2-Lr-t 2l Li-'c

f s3,s
10 is 3 marks
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Write down an example to show that each of the following two statements is not correct.

(a) The factors of an even number are alwavs even.

! >.2 2*
{{}

(b) All the digits in odd numbers are odd.

z\
{s}

estion 11 is 2 marks)

7
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A shop sells desktop computers, laptops and tablets.

The composite bar chart shows information about sales over the last three years.
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I
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ffi
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{(f_o
sd\

&6a
{-\ }

2415 2Al6 2017

(a) Write down the number of desktop computers sold in 2015

(b) Work out the total number of laptops sold in the 3 years'

u6o
2za
re-Ea+-
-6--6a

(c) State the item that had the greatest increase in sales over the 3 years.

Give a reason for Your answer.

D""sl'<t-P q?rylpY-k{;i =- \ 6* - [ 6",.. * da
L+*+E+s € LRc=t6c s rza

Gb\.;5s= ?vo;;6<7 -?Ko
G5\*** ll'"t<:d 3r<.:ft*sb

gAcfre-<e.'3'<:

Jt\
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(\...

, :t"
t1&
l'.C&

,t'la*

Alex says,

"In 2017, more tablets were sold than desktop computers. This means the shop makes
more profit from the sale of tablets than from the sale of desktop computers."

(d) Is Alex correct?
You must justify your answer.

h{ *tt n q-Es

-lj',*-. orr,st

&{^* itk-*,-

s*+J3 J: t- d a/-l

1:rige- .arn.rt s.o-l l rr"_J pfrus .ifi
I t .-r.* *fr I trl 

'l.S sNrrl u clrL \y! e C}-fle no€- tc W, o"ry!__ v...I _

(Total for Question !? i: z q.ar!s) ,

13 A piece of wire is 240cm long.

Peter cuts two 45 cm lengths off the wire. n C cn'r
He then cuts the rest of,the wire into as many 40cm lengths as possible.

Work out how many 40cm lengths of wire peter cuts.

-et$-<3 *(1a = t -Sc {r""r

I 2-* cr/t^L

f 6 C c/'t'n

3o
Vx' @

=>\-
' t. =''-t

13 is 3 marks)

9
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t4 Gavin, Harry and Isabel each earn the same monthly salary.

Each month.

ft*gq-ld.ut rn.rntttl3
.sa,rTj Fro

Gavin saves 287o of his salary and spends the rest of his salary

Harry spends I of his salary and saves the rest of his salary
4

the amount of salary Isabel ru:Trthe amount of salary she spends : 3:7

Work out who saves the most of their salary each month.

You must show how you get your answer.

Gcr*.^ $ gls:tc--s

Surue*'I

Scr^Jtr*J

bz**c

&25{r

#. "oa

aE-- :q \ €<r e
las

l- >- \(f, c- <;
Lt-

h

3o*/o -ttr t o.c
rf{or-"r.*)

{soLd-

il s' *!=*j

15 Work out 15% of 160 grams.

\o */* il gr
C>

s54*'
i So[* 3H

") t+-i grams

(Total for Question 15 is 2 marks)

14 is 4 marks

10
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t-
i

16 P:4x + 3y

x:5
av--z

(a) Work out the value of P.

?= V-S+3> -./

I tf-
d5\
\ .*!.!

(b) Expand 4e(e + 2)

!-gi*Re
{.1}

(c) Solve 3(m - 4):21

3.-, - t 2- =- 2*\

3"a € 2*trlL
3r... = 3 5

nn= lt u\

ion 16 is 6 marks

11
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E

17 There are some chocolates in a box.

I: of the chocolates contain nuts.
4

The rest ofthe chocolates do not contain nuts.

Write down the ratio of the number of chocolates that contain nuts to the number of
chocolates that do not contain nuts.

Give your answer in the form I : n

I

4-

fl.-
t-.-4

n 17 is 2 marks

12
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18 A : {multiples of 5 between 14 and 26}

3 : {odd numbers between 14 and 26}

(a) List the members of A w B

.S / 2-a, 2s
S , lf , ta t zt ,L3 ,2-:s

I s u t1 ,la ,?a,?_\ rZ3rz- sI t t " 'i*,

(b) Describe the members of A a B

I S *.4"f
b

25.
t

ol{
t|ns ns*llhef s r.rr

A .r-r"d [3
I for Question 18 is 3 marks

13
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tl
19 (a) Work out ,j *, 

O

z
2Fgx
ary

L5 {r S-

1s
ze

*t ti \a-J z-R
{t}

l3
(b) Work out l; - -s4

Give your answer as a mixed number in its simplest form.

6
S+

2-

: >-r"+ =^ gss:rs
.?ll *ril:
ll <. .l .....s.....

f?]

14
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20 In a village H:F
the number of houses and the number of flats are in the ratio 7 : 4
the number of flats and the number of bungalows are in the ratio g :

There are 50 bungalows in the village.

How many houses are there in the village?

F

\4:F f;ts
A:S
to : s(]

lk-a
tion 20 is 3 marks
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21 Renee buys 5 kg of sweets to sell.

She pays f 10 for the sweets.

Renee puts all the sweets into bags.

She puts 250 g of sweets into each bag.

She sells each bag of sweets for 65p.

Renee sells all the bags of sweets.

Work out her percentage profit.

Soo/
= 2a L.^3s

2-<6

6 S>-2-a s l3e 'a P
-- &ts

?r*FlL = t3 -r € -* &3

u{n Pr-F,€ = +tx te} Q = se>'A

16
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22 Acycle race acrossAmerica is3069.25 miles in length.

s \ryr Ct( n.3 t-€
,l3cce ,ryrtl'*rs

i:1',ffH*:::tx:: ffi:X,nTilf:;:T: illi'J il,li; i?,1H: 
per h.ur zcn .r,v"

(a) Estimate how many days Juan will take to complete the race. ? Frou"ru per t\
v"

?o*p

Juan trains for the race.
The average speed he can cycle at increases.
It is now 16.27 miles per hour.

(b) How does this affect your answer to part (a)?

As

17
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o r E':7 <8re

! 6:2*? r-.et-snd r
(a-n s v'.,rgdl ltJ i,Lt -l:q_

\'1,
\JJ

be 2s**ph t* I rf,,
bh* {ictrne 
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23 Here is a solid square-based pyramid, VABCD.

A6cmB
/

/
Front view

The base of the pyramid is a square of side 6cm.

The height of the pyramid is 4cm.
M is the midpoint of BC and VM: 5 cm.

(a) Draw an accurate front elevation of the pyramid from the direction of the arrow.

18
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(b) Work out the total surfac e a(ea of the pyramid.

Aoo + qqa<-L 'b-.b-^St*-

?-

b.<6'"s
t S s'"'3

:TZba[ nB ('* -' =) {- 6

6io r- 36

a. z
I {=r <-rrz1

{.$)

trtal for Question 23 is 6 marks

19
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A pattern is made from four identical squares.

The sides of the squares are parallel to the axes.

8418, 36)

8
t

A (6,7)

o

PointA has coordinates (6,7)
Point -B has coordinates (38, 36)

Point C is marked on the diagram.

Work out the coordinates of C.

(a *- 6\
6---GA
cc.cd

:.+ = R c^-..br

6+2xR = 2*?

3<- 2:t B = 2-a

,ZZZa)\". ....... .

"*-GelplJ"er 9"3e*iqn"?1 i: 5 nerk$ "---

20
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25 on the grid below, draw the graph of y: 1 - 4x for values of x from -3 to 3

* 311 : L -tfo
r3 *3 *[ {

ql&r Q:p{pr'_?5Jq l- ne_*p* *_

21
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/s\
,U ":lr) ' 

: 
[-;)

Work out 2a + b as a column vector'

[n)

TOTAL FOR PAPER IS 80 MARKS

I for Ouestion 26 is 2 marks

22
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